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Lab scans
bones that may
belong to
Amelia Earhart
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NORMAN, Okla.(AP) —
Three bow tramcars found

could finally prove she died
as a cutaway after failing in
her 1937 quest to become the
first woman to fly stmind the
world.
Scientists at the University
of Oklahoma hope to extract
DNA from die bones, which
were fared earlier this year
by a Delaware group dedicated to die recovery of historic
aircraft.
"There's no guarantee,"
said Ric Gillespie,director of
the International Group for
Historic Aircraft Recovery in
Delaware."You only have to
say you have a bone that may
be human and may be linked
to Earhart and people get
excited. But it is true that, if
they can get DNA, and if
they can match it to Amelia
Emhart's-13NA, that's pretty
good."
Lab officials said results of
the tests could take week or
months.
The remains turned up in
May and June at what
seemed to be an abandoned
campsite near where native.
work crews found skeletal
remains in 1940. The pieces
appear to be from a cervical
bone, a neck bone and a fin-
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always make sure to use a
surge protector, he said.
Public safety officials are
People who have fireplaces
reminding Calloway County also tend to use them when it
residents to be careful and gets very colt., which can lead
avoid ruining Christmas with t. to flammable objects accidenhow fire.
tally filling in, so Carpenter
According to www.usfa.dhs, recommended using a fire
the United States Fire sawn. If the chimney has not
Administration
and
the been cleaned in a very long
National Fire Protection time, the homeowner should
Association are cunt/tidy also consider hiring a profesworking together to remind sional to clean it because the
people that home fires are soot can catch fire and send
more prevalent in winter than smoke into the walls.
in any other season. The site, Carpenter said.
which contains valuable tips
If someone "needs to use a
on preventing winter fires, portable heater, the person
says this is patty because ofan should never leave it unattendincrease in cook* aad heat- ed. If the power goes out and
ing fires. Holiday decorations die homeowner decides to use
and winter mass can also a generator, he or she should
interrupt electrical service and make sure to keep it outdoors.
motivate people to turn to People should also be careful
alternative heating sources, to only use kerosene heaters in
contributing to an increased well-ventilated areas because
risk.
they emit carbon monoxide,
As Calloway County Pitt- Carpenter said.
Rescue's fire prevention offiDickie Walls, fur marshal
cer, Bob Carpenter said be tries and interim fire chief of the
to educate CCFR adducers, Murray Fire Dspartraent. said
the public and local school heaters should always be kept
(*adios on fire safety. He said at least thsee feet away from
candles can be a big problem anything that could possibly
during the Origami* seams catch fire sad Iliat they am
mid should never be lift unst- always plagued dkeetly imo a
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III Fire safety.,.
From Front
good deal of electricity and are
not safe to use with extension
cords. The cords on decorations
should always be checked to
make sure they are in good condition and not torn or frayed. It is
also recommended that they be
approved by Underwriters
Laboratories, an independent
product safety certification
organization. Walls said people
should be be mindful of decorations, especially live Christmas
trees, because they can easily
catch fire.
"You want to make sure they
have plenty of water and that
once they start drying out. that
, you take them out of your

house," Walls said. You can tell
that by just running your hand
along the branch. If a lot of needles fall off into your hand, it's
getting too dry. And they will.go
through a lot of water. also."
Wall said any lights Med on
the outside of a house should be
specifically designed for outdoor
use. It is recornniended to only
use seasoned wood in the fireplace and wrapping paper should
never be thrown on the fire
because it can emit poisonous
gas and can also leave tuutardous
chemicals in the chimney that
might catch fire later.
Cooking is also a major mason
fires
around
house
for
Christmastime,so Walls said it is
best to stay in the kitchen until

you are finished. If you are distracted by answering the phone ,
or the door, you should keep
something in your hand to
remind you that you are cooking.
be said. Smoke detectors with
working batteries are critical. If ,
one has children or senior citizens living with them, they can
even get a free,smoke detectors
through a fire deparunent program. While many distractions
over the holiday seasons can
make fires more likely, Walls
said following simple guidelines
can ensure a safe time.
"We' want everyone to have a
safe end hippy holiday and we '
don't waist stymie losing their
house or their possessions
became of a GM"be said.

IN Amelia Earhart
sways," Gillespie said Friday toward solving the Emhart
in an interview with The mystery.
ger.
Associated Press. Bird and fish
"It's like science. You take
But Gillespie offered a word carcasses nearby suggested the information you have and
of caution: The fragments they were prepared and eaten formulate a hypothesis, but
could be from a turtle. They by Westerners.
914 times out of 10 you turn
were found near a hollowed-out
'These fish weren't eaten like out wrong,then you go through
turtle shell that might have Pacific Islanders eat fish."
the whole thing again — but
been used to collect rain water,
Gillespie, author of "Finding you're closer," Gillespie mid.
Millions have been spent to
but there were no other turtle Amelia: The True Story of the
parts nearby.
Earhart Disappearance," has figure out whit 'supposed so
"This site tells the story of been traveling to the site since Earhart, who was legally
how someone or some people 1989. But he acknowledges declared dead by a California
ss court in earl 1939.
site
ed to live as cast- there's been little
From Front

Hazel yard
ilticoraties cutest
KYSER LOUGH / ledger & Times
The Hazel Woman's Club sponsored a yard decoration contest
and Sharon Ray recently announced,this year's winners. Top
photo, the home of Sandra and Billy Todd on Barnett Street
won first piece. Middle photo, the home Of Rickey and Kailhy
Butler on First Street won second place. Bottom photo, the
home of Erin and Keck)Hurst on Gilbert Street won third pleas.

Kirksey man charged
with DUI after accident
from the vehicle and transported
Staff Illspert
At approximately 3:15 a.m. to the Murray-Calloway County
.Friday, the Calloway County Hospital by EMS., He was cited
Sheriff's Office responded to a for Operating a Motor Vehicle
report of a single vehicle colli- Under the
Influence and was
sion with possible injuries.
admitted to the hospital for variUpon arrival, deputies found a
ous
injuries. MCCH EMS,
vehicle that apparently struck a
Murray
Fire Department Rescue
tree and the driver was trapped
I and Calloway County-Fire
inside.
The victim was Dakota Little, Rescue assisted with the inci19, of Kirkscy. Little was freed dent.

your hospital.

270.762,1908 or 270.762.1800
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'Hospice was a blessing to my wife
during her illness and the time of her passing in 1998 By
honoring her memory with this donation, it is our hope that
atter farnibes with similar situations will be helped through
Hospice as we were."
Mr Tommy Carmll

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Endowment for Healthcare
WWW.mcchendowment.org
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lummes
Clarks Tbsuess Maps
Captain Charles Thomas Phillips, USN, 82, of
Barstow, Calif., formerly of Murray. died Monday.
Nov. 29, 2010.
Phillips was born Feb. 27, 1928, in Murray, to
Fred and Farah Phillips.
A bright and enterprising young man. Charles
attended Ohio State University under the Naval
Aviation College Program(NACP). He then joined
the Navy in 1946 as a "Flying Midshipmen," and
received his "Golden Wings" of a Naval Aviator in
November
1949.1n November 1950, while on a test
MIMI*
flight of an F4U Corsair in Jacksonville. Fla., the
aircraft's engine exploded resulting in a crash landing in die trees. Charles managed,to escape from
the aircraft but OM the explosion of the planes
external fuel tank. Charles suffered third degree
burns over 70 percent of his body.
While hospitalized at Bethesda Naval Hospital he met It. Florence
Bryant, a Navy nurse. This cute nurse would be the love of his life.
Florence and Charles were merited on Dec. 5, 1953. Together they
raised three sons, Kenneth. Richard, John: and a daughter. Elaine
Waierbuty.
Throughout his Navy career, Charles continued to do what he
lovad most, flying. Plying assignments included flying transports
out of Moffett Field,Calif.. and P2V Anti-Submarine Warfare planes
, out etBrunswick. Mine.
Quirks was passionate about education. He earned a B.S. in Math
• and Physics from Ohio State University; a B.S. in Electrical
Splintering front the Naval Post Graduate School in Monterey,
Calif.; an M.A. in Compiler Science and Operations Analysis from
Ainerkan University loiashiavon, D.C.
Charles served his country in a variety of posts. He was Project
Manager for the development of the electronic suite for the Navy's
$-3 Viking carrier base ASW aircraft. He designed a new Naval Air
Training Might Syllabus that decreased flight training cost. He was
the Commanding Officer of the Navy Data Processing Service
Caner. Pacific(DPSCPAC)on North Island, merging six computer
centers into a single ant.
Charles retired from the Navy in July 1976, and began law school
at Western School of Law,passing the California Bar on his first try.
He then embarked on additional careers: First, as a Real Estate
Booker and Property Manager in La Mesa, Calif., second, as a Tax
Attorney in El Cajon, Calif., and finally, the owner of Chama
Corporation,a computer software company. Volunteer work included the San Diego Blood Bank, San Diego Bum Institute and
Kiwanis in Spring Valley, eventually serving as president.
Charles fully retired in 1998, purchased a motor home, and traveled dtrougbout North America with Florence. After six years of
traveling. Clarks and Fkxence settled down in Sun City West in
2004. They moved back to California in 2008 to be closer to their
family. Chuck and Flo joined the community at California Veterans
Home - Barstow in the sumnmer of 2009.
. Charles died in his sleep at the California Veteran's lkime in
Barstow. Charks is survived by his wife Florence; brothers, Gene
and David; sister Betty Roper;four children and six grandchildren.
Please visit www.meadmortuary.coni to see the celebration of
Charles' life and to contribute to Charles memorial.
Arrangements west handled by Mead Mortuary in Barstow.
This is a paid obituary.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Tunes policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)
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Melba Salter

Byron Keith Houk

Melba Suiter. 90, of Fox Meadows, Murray, died Thursday,
Memorial services for Bryon Keith Houk. 50, of
Dec. 16, 2010, at 9:10 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Wiswell Road, Murray, will be held today,
Saturday, Dec. IS, 2010, at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
Hospital.
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale
Born in Marshall County on May 9, 1920, to the late Walter
officiating.
and Daisy Pace Starks, she was a homemaker and a member of
Visitation will also be today until service hour at
the University Church of Christ in Murray.
the
funeral home.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her
Houk
died Wednesday, Dec. IS, 2010, at 7:25
one
son,
Eddie Suiter; and one grandson,
husband, Elroy Suiter:
the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
p.m.
at
Mitch McClard.
Born
Aug.
IS. 1960 in Murray, he was of Church
McClard
Janice
three
daughters,
and
hussurvived
by
She is
of Christ faith and before becoming disabled, was a
Houk
band, Terry, Debbie Gallagher and husband, John, and Lisa
truck driver and a farmer.
Starks and husband, Ricky, all of Murray: three sons, Gear!
In addition to his parents, William B. "Bill" and Gwendolyn Nell
Suiter and wife, Jeanette. Larry Suiter and wife, Wanda, and Joe
Houk Holder; he was preceded in death by one brother, Billy Houk.
Suiter, all of Murray: 12 grandchildren, 23 great-grandchildren,
He is survived by his wife, Bonnie Johnson Houk of Murray,
two great-great-grandchildren, and special friend. Euva whom he married on March 11,
1988 in Murray; one daughter,
Carraway of Murray.
Ashley Houk of Murray; one son, Dustin Morganti and wife, Angie
Funeral services will be held on Monday, Dec. 20, 2010, at I of Lernoore, Calif.; two sisters, Sandy Schroader and husband,
p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Hollis Miller and Kenneth of Almo, and Vickie Fannin and husband, Arthur of Sandy
Charley Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Hook; one brother, Mark Houk of Mayfield; two grandchildren,
Memorial Gardens.
Alexia Morganti and Caitlin Morganti; and several nieces and
Visitation will be held Sunday, Dec. 19, from 4-9 p.m. at the nephew.
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Expressions of sympathy can be made to New Pathways Society, ATTN: Pat Latimer, 101 South Fourth Street, Murray, KY
Children's Home,P.O. Box 10. Melber, KY 42069.
42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralOnline condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill home.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Funeral Home.

II Time To Get Help' ODCP website
abuse.
the Partnership for a Drug-Free
Some interesting information to
" Time To Get Help' is a America, began a statewide pubdon,treatment and recovery.
keep parents informed about illic- resource for parents to gain a bet- lic service campaign in 2008 to
According to ODCP officials, it drug use is located on the site. ter understanding of teen and air professionally produced local2,500 teenagers use a prescrip- Under -Leant the Facts" parents young aduk substance abuse and ized media messages in an effoirt
tion drug to get high for the first can learn code words applied to addiction," ODCP officials say. to reduce the incidence of subtime every day. Nearly 11 million drugs such its "Blow," "Crank," "You'll find support from experts stance
abuse
in
the
young people in the U.S. need -Des," "Vike," and others. The and other parents who have been Commonwealth. That collaborahelp for substance abuse and "Drug Guide" shows the top 13 there; answers to your most tion has brought more than $6
addiction. ODCP officials cite drugs most commonly abused — pressing questions; and stories million in professionally-produced anti-drug messages to
research showing that if children including their street names, pho- and words of hope."
of
ODCP, in collaboration with Keswick
bear or see one anti-drug message tos.• effects and si
a day they are 38 percent less
likely to use drugs. When a went is talking to a child about
drugs oo a regular basis the child
is 52 percent less likely to use
www
opi °chic ts corn
lour Premier
Co
drup.
Parents are urged to learn as
,v4e14.fr.4.r.:
much about possible about drug
...
{ e. 1
use and addiction among young.,
: 'I, .
stem as possible through use of
the website where counselors are
available to provide answers to
'
• ,
questions. According to the website, addiction is the single greatest preventable illness in the
•t
country sea like oilier diassmea it
IL...W. I
t
affects not just the person with
the illness, but also family and
friends.
Also available are two free ebooks about intervention and

From Front

treatment.

1.270,767.0085
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Murray

COMMUNITY
Ladies of the Oaks
cancels bridge play

111Biel Menus
"Heart Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria of
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said "the menus are designed to
help those restricting saturated
fats and sodium in their diets
and are those marked with an.
Menus are subject to change
without notice.
Menus for the week of Dec.
20-26 have been released as follows:
Monday - *stuffed peppers,
PhiIly steak sandwich, oven
fried chicken, green bean casserole, *baked apples, *steamed
vegetable medley, corn fritters
and *tomato florcntine soup.
Tuesday - herb crusted pork
chop, chicken lo mein, *salmon
patties, *rice pilaf, *stir fry vegetables, redskin potato bake,
breaded zucchini, baked sweet
potato and chicken noodle soup.
Wednesday - "Southwestern
Meal Special" - frito taco salad
w/seasoned beef or southwest
chicken, ham and cheese puffs,
*lemon pepper chicken, Santa
Fe rice, refried beans, *steamed
yellow squash, *green bean carrot blend, cheesy potato casserole, black bean salsa salad,
broccoli cheese bites and *vegetabk beef soup.
Thursday - oven fried chicken, beef burgundy over puff pastry shell, sliced pork loin,
asparagus-pea casserole, *tender spinach, whipped potatoes
w/gravy, onion rings and potato
and bacon soup.
Friday - prune lea strips.
scabbege rolls, chicken poppyseed casserole, fried okra.
*Malibu blend vegetables,
Harvard beets, baked potato,
Wisconsin cheese soup.
"Merry
Saturday
Cluistmas" - spiral baked ham,
chicken cordon bleu, twice
baked potatoes. *green bean
carrot blend, broccoli cheese
commute, *wild rice pilaf,
assorted salads led desserts.
&today - *lemon
pper
chicken, tender beef tips with
noodles macaroni and lig
;
*mite beam, speaa
and soup of the day.

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club
weekly bridge play on Wednesday, Dec. 22,
has been canceled due to the holiday. Bridge
play will resume on Wednesday, Dec. 29.

Grace Baptist presents play
Datebook

Sanci Teague,
Community
Lodge #105 will meet
editor
Murray Masonic Lodge #105 will meet Monday, Dec. 20, to elect
new officers. Potluck dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. with the
meeting to follow at 7:30 p.m. All Master Masons are urged to
attend.

Four Rivers Music Friends to meet
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet this Sunday in the
Calloway County Public Library Annex. Anyone interested in learning to play or enjoys listening to music is invited to attend. For more
information, call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.
Photo provided
CONVEYING ASSISTANCE: Briggs 84 Stratton employees, Brad Edwards, left, and Chad
Alexander, recently prepared a conveyor to be loaned to Need Line to assist in the preparation of Christmas food boxes which will go out to different families in the community.

Seder Activities
TEO COOS
Activities director
Activities for the week of tke.
20-24 have been released as follows:
hilasday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m.,
Nutrition Class at 10 a.m.,
Women's Issues at 10:30 a.m.,
Bingo and Wit Bowling at 12:30
p.m., and Advanced Line Dance
starts at 2 p.m. On the menu is
honey glared chicken, baked
sweet potato, blackeyed peas,
wheat bread and fruit cobbler.
Theaday events include
Strength & Stretch Class at 8
a.m., Men's basketball at 9 a.m.,
Chair Volleyball at 10:15 a.m.,
and Ping Pons at 12:30 p.m.
birthdays
and
December
•

ii:
SOOT.
1111111.-111111.

Grace Baptist Church will present their
Christmas play, -Once Upon a Christmas Tree"
on Sunday. Dec. 19, at 6 p.m. in the Family Life
Center. Everyone is welcome.

4,

anniversaries will be celebrated
at 12:30 p.m. On the menu is
chicken fried beef steak, mashed
potatoes, lima beans, wheat
bread and fruit cup.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m.,
Powder Puff Pool from 10-11:30
a.m.,Pinochle Club at noon,and
Chair Yoga at 12:30 p.m. The
Holiday Bake Sale will be held
from 9:30-11 a.m. On the menu
is Spanish rice, confetti slaw,
,corn, whole wheat roll and
bananas in orange juice.
Thursday and Friday the
center will be closed for the
Christmas holiday.
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior Citizens Center is located
at 607 Poplar St., Murray. The
phone number is 753-0929.

Lunch will be served Monday
through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for
a suggested donation of $2.
Transportation is offered on a
daily basis frotn 9 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. If you live in the city limits
and need a ride to the center, the
doctor, grocery store, bank Of
pharmacy, call one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
The exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who are
60 and older are invited to exercise at no cost, as well as take
advantage of other activities and
services offered. Contact the
center at 753-0929 for more
details.
Senior
Murray-Calloway
Citizens Center is a United Way
Agency.
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Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have their annual
Christmas Play on Sunday. Dec. 19, at II a.m. Youth in the play
should arrive at 9:30 a.m. to prepare. After Communion Service, the
play will begin. This year's Oily will be the "Mouse Tale: The birth
of Jesus told through Granny Mouse." Refreshments will follow in
the Fellowship Hall. Bro. Derrick Williams, pastor, and the congregation invite everyone to join in celebration.

Death of Parent support group will meet
The Death of a Parent support group will meet Monday night at 7
p.m. This group is for anyone who has lost a parent to death. For
more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or(270)
210-4173.

Senior pick-up day to be Tuesday
Due to the expected weather, Murray Calloway County Need
Line's Senior Commodity Food Distribution day will be Tuesday,
Dec. 21, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. For questions or concerns,
contact Need Line at 753-6333.

MAG 2011 art calendars available
The Murray Art Guild's 2011 Art Calendar features the work of
area youth artists. The art work, which includes watercolors, drawings, book arts, photography and collage, was created in MAO
youth workshops or exhibited in MAO competitions. The calendars
are available at the MAO Art Market, Tourism Office, Chamber of
Commerce,Gallery 109 and Red Bug on Third. Proceeds go to support MAG's youth art studios.

TOPS meeting Tuesday

Bella Shae Reeder

if

Russell Chapel UMC to present play

Kyle and Bethany Reeder of Almo, are the parents of a daughter,
Bella Shae Reeder, born Sunday, Dec. 5, 2010, at 1:17 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 11 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Bethany Lyles.
Grandparents are Rick and Joyce Reeder of Eddyville, and
Paulette Lyles of Mayfield.

Murray Chapter /616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.

Hospital retirees to meet limsday
The Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday, Dec. 21, at The Apple
from 11 a.m. to noon.
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The Longest Night — Service ofLight
Ii is simply our purpose to offer a timefor peopk in our corrununity to seek
hope and restoration. Our worship will include Scripture, readings and
commentaries, and special musk. Candles will be lit to honor and acknowledge
the pain and goefthat may be pnrsent in our midst.

First Christian Church
III N. Fifth St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-3824• www.fccmurray.com

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
The Quilt Lovers quilting group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 21, at 6
p.m. in the community loom of the Calioway County Public
Library. All quilters welcome.

Free trolley rides available
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will have free Trolley
rides during November and December, according to Bjamc Hansen,
MCTA executive director.

Service News
Bidwell completes basic training
Special to the Ledger
Navy
Seaman
Recruit
Christine R. Bidwell, daughter
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Full Service Hair Salon

1701A Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY 42071 • 270.753.9457• www.hairink-salon.com

Contact us about the NEW Marcia Brazilian Treatments!

of Connie E. and Mark D.
Hathorn of Murray, recently
completed U.S. Navy basic
training at Recruit Training
Command, Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program, Bidwell completed a variety of training which included
classroom study and practical
instruction on naval customs,
first aid, firefighting, water safety and survival, and shipboard
and aircraft safety. An emphasis
was also placed on physical fitness.
The capstone event of boot
camp is "Battle Stations." This
exercise gives recruits the skills
and confidence they need to succeed in the fleet. "Battle
Stations- is designed to galvanize the basic warrior attributes
of sacrifice, dedication, teamwork and endurance in each
recruit through the practical
application of basic Navy skills
and the core values of honor,
courage and commitment. Its
distinctly "Navy" flavor was
designed to take into account
what it means to be a sailor.
Bidwell is a 2006 graduate of
Calloway County High School
in Murray.
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Members of the Murray Middle School Choir surprised the Chamber of Commerce with carols
as part of their traveling program to businesses around town. Holiday hours for the Chamber
will be 8 a.m. to noon Christmas Eve.

WK&T offers buried
cable location services
Special to the Ledger
Do you need to clear your
land, install a new fence,
lower an embankment or
install a driveway? If so,
before you start digging or
moving earth it is important
that you call the proper numbers to locate possible buried
cables. If you live within the
WK&T (West Kentucky and
Tennessee
Telecommunications
Cooperative) service area
there is a new method in which
to request the locating of
buried WK&T cables.
On December I, 2010,
WK&T joined Kentucky 811
and Tennessee 811 for all serv- ,
ing areas. This includes all
WK&T's
in
residences
Kentucky serving areas and in
the Weakley and Henry county
Tennessee service areas. On
and after this date, all requests
for buried cable locates must
be directed to KY 811 for
Kentucky areas and TN 811
locations.
Tennessee
for
WK&T has been a member of
TN 811 since acquiring the

Yorkville Telephone Company
located in Gibson and Obion
counties. WK&T has joined
the two organizations to
ensure that a utility or an individual calls 811 before any
ground moving occurs. In the
past. WK&T requested that
companies and residents contact the telecommunications
company directly.
Craig Sullivan, WK&T's
Plant Manager, reports that
both KY 811 and TN 811
require a minimum of 48 hours
notice in order to contact
WK&T to locate and mark
location'.
cable
buried
Sullivan also states that
requests to locate cable will
only be accepted through the
Tennessee
and
Kentucky
organizations. The methods to
request the locating of buried
cables may he new, but the
not.
are
organizations
Kentucky 811 and Tennessee
811 were previously known as
Call Before you Dig or
-BUD-. Calling either is as
easy as dialing 811. This is a
national organization so when

YOU dial 811, you will be
directed to your state office.
Once contacted, WK&T will
locate buried cables within 48
hours. For emergency locates.
WK&T will locate their cables
as quickly as possible once
uotified. Emergency locates
include broken or downed
power poles with WK&T lines
attached, water main breaks,
gas leaks or similar events.
WK&T is asking that all
owners and managers of construction companies notify
their own employees of the
new procedures to locate
buried cable. Should buried
cables be cut without following KY 811 and TN 811 procedures, the cost of repair will be
invoiced to the responsible
organization.
WK&T appreciates everyone's cooperation. If you have
any questions about this
change, you may contact the
Engineering
WK&T
Department Supervisor, Sam
Stitcher at (270) 674-1000,
ext. 242, or via mobile phone
(270)970-7044.

food safety.
"We feel honored to have
received such a prestigious
award,- said owners Hal and
Leslie Kemp. "We and our
staff work *hard to keep our
restaurant at a high level of
cleanliness to ensure that we
provide a safe and enjoyable
environment for our cus-
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Murray Dairy Queen receives PRIDE award
Special to the Ledger
Queen
Dairy
Murray's
recently received a PRIDE
(Personal Responsibility in
Delivering Excellence) award
from the corporate Dairy
Queen system for achieving a
high level of cleanliness and

Did you know... Tonight is the Family Fitness Center, Dec. 20,
last chance 630 p.m., $5 donation for
to
enjoy Humane Society.
• Playhouse in the Park
Laser Light
Music Rebate
Night:
Backyard
Shows at the Burgers. Dec. 22, 4 - 9 p.m.
Golden Pond
• Red Cross Blood Drive.
Planetarium First Presbyterian Church, Dec
Land 23, 12:30 - 5:30 p.m.
in
Between the
• Christmas Eve Candlelight
Lakes? Communion Service, First
.Shows are United Methodist Church, Dec.
Chamber $6 per per- 24, Candlelight Service: 6 & 8
son and fea- p.m.; Communion: 7 p.m.
Chat
Laser
By Lisa Farris ture
• Ringing in 2011 with Todd
Satterwhite
Holidays at 7 Hill & His Quintet, The Maple
Murray/Calloway p.m.
and Center, Dec. 31, 8 p.m. - 12:15
County
Laser a.m., $75/couple, $37.50/ind.,
at call 270-978-0905 for 'reservaBeatles
Chamber of
Canmerce
8:30
p.m. tions.
Arrive early
• 'Motown' New Years Eve
to ensure seating space. for this Celebration, Kenlake State
spectacular display of strobe Resort Park, Meeting Room A.
lights and special effects. For Dec, 31. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
more information call the LBL
• Festival of Lights/Christmas
Planetarium at 270-924-2020.
in the Park, MCC Central Park,
through Dec. 31.
Coming Up Around Town:
•'Company for the Holidays',
• Story Time with Santa, WKMS
FM.
91.3
University Book & Bean, Today. www.wkms.org, through Dec.
10 a.m.
3I
• Santa is Downtown, spon• Visit www.lbl.org for a varisored by Murray Main Street ety of holiday programs.
and Crye-Leike Realty Services,
• Visit www.mymurray.com
Today, 1 - 4 p.m.; Dec. 19, 1 - 4 for money saving coupons from
p.m.: Dec. 22, 1 - 4 p.m.; Dec_ Chamber members.
24. 11 am. - 2 pin.
• Laser Light Music Shows:
Welcome New Chamber
Golden Pond Planetarium, LBL, Members:
Tonight. 7 p.m., 8:30 p.m.
Marsha's of Murray, Michelle
• Kentucky High School Coulston/Marsha Dorgan, silk
Rodeo. Cherry Ag Expo Center, flowers/gifts, 113 S. 4th St.,
through Dec, 19,
Murray, Ky 42071. 270-767• White Christmas, Playhouse 7232.
in the Park, through Dec. 19
Family Auto Sales, John/Betty
(Fri. - Sun. only), www.playhou- Foster, automobile dealer, 1310
seinthepark.net.
N. 12th. Murray, Ky 42071,
• Zumba Party for the Pets, 270-978-7708.

tomers.The award is given out (MCC
a year to those stores that
demonstrate the qualities of
PRIDE by maintaining the
Dairy Queen system's standard
of cleanliness and food safety.
Every restaurant that meets
those standards will receive
the award. This is the third
year for the award and last year
15 percent of restaurants in the
Dairy Queen/Orange Julius
system received it. The award
is delivered at the time of the
PRIDE assessment. which can
throughout the
occtir any
year.

MUG SHOT: Pictured is one of the new "I love Murray, Kentucky"
mug recently made available for purchase at the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau at 201 South Fourth Street.

The Kemps received immediate recognition for their hard
work in the form of a framed
certificate with a picture of the
crew working at the time of the
assessment. The certificate
states that their location
Outstanding
an
achieved
Safety
Food
and
Cleanliness
up for
setting
by
PRIDE check
a
customer
the
giving
success,
maintainand
return
reason to
ing PRIDE.

Read the
Want Ads
Daily

(270) 762-0022

We Sell the New
Medicare Supplement Plans.
• Call Robert Billington, Jr,'or Donna Marquardt for details.

(270)153-4751

Check Out These Great Homes

Ohio
Casualty
"

Kopperud Realty's
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Treat bass with dignity, or they may be gone
Wow! Did we get snowfall
or what! It sure changes our
plans to do fishing of any type
until this ice
leaves.
Looking
at the nationweather
al
information.
we may not
he on the
water anytime soon.
Ice is not
Fishing Une
to
kind
By Jerry
monofiliMaupin
mant, boats.
Outdoors
lures and just
Columnist
about everything else. I
know there arc days when the
fish will bite just about any
lure, live bait such as min-

nows or worms, however, this tucky Lake is at or near 354.8 children!
Many years ago we wouldisn't that good time to be out feet but subject to change
ever believe the possibilin't
flow
on
the
depending
always
boat.
a
in
bass being in danger on
of
ty
We
the
south.
You can go below either of coining from
or Barkley Lakes.
Kentucky
set
the
to
good
a
rainfall
had
locate
the dams and probably
just so much water
was
There
now
we
are
snow
the
for
stage
ers
nightcrawl
with
catfish
a few
live in, propagate
to
them
for
or worms a hit smaller. Depend- dealing with.
just continue the
and
year
each
Barkley
and
Kentucky
Both
ing on the water coming through
however, there
Now,
species.
many
with
loaded
are
Lakes
time
often
you
.
generators
the
who come
anglers
many
so
are
can spot schools of catfish. species of fish which are excelLakes
Barkley
and
Kentucky
to
overthe
think
I
eat.
to
lent
stripers, bass, crappie and even
States
United
the
over
all
from
caught
fish
or
sold
of
average
all
hunt
the
on
are
bluegill which
seen
have
they
because
just
for some fresh food along the for the restaurants use is the
thousands
the
about
to
heard
and
seem
Local
anglers
catfish.
hanks. Again. I suggest you
ts which produce
fish close to shore along one prefer the crappie, bluegill, and of tournamen
the smallmouth
and
h
catfish, which is a regular on largemout
of the walls or walkways.
bass.
are
some
and
there
Caution is the word for all most tables,
You and I both know that
anglers when fishing below any who eat the largemouth bass.
tournaments prodam. The cut-rents can change Personally. I prefer to release most of these
of bass
numbers
huge
duce
h
in a heartbeat, and if you are the largemouth and smallmout
all
livewells
in
placed
caught,
healthy
so
can
remain
bass
they
can
you
not careful constantly,
be
to
in
brought
get into a serious dilemma or and continue to raise the species day and then
surnot
do
bass
Most
weighed.
grandworse. The elevation on Ken- for future anglers such as

vise the rigorous traveling
throughout the dav and then
held in nets out of the wale'
much too often. They may he
alive when released sometimes.
but once they are put hack
into the lake. which is now
vetv Warn] water, thev the.
Sorry, hut you know it is
true. The lake water is much
warmer than what was in the
hymen, and they all are weak
from the stress, so they die
The Murray Bass Club built
a holding tank on the end of
the Runaround drise above the
Kenlake Ramp, and it was aerated in order to supply blood
with oxygen through the fish
by respiration. The cool water
was also filtered to remove all
possibility of any danger to
the bass.

1
HI

We even Weld so fat .fs to
tag the bass who stir% IVed ‘441(11
and
Metal lillinbered tags so if
when thev were ever caught
again. I could record the date
and location the bass was
caught. the second or even the
third tune. We could keep up
ivith how far they traveled and
how their phy.iical well being
far
so as coining along and how
being
alter
traveled
had
they
caught a second or third time.
It was worth every minute spent
because we learned a great
deal about how these bass move
and choose their habitat to continue their his es being a bass.
Please, don't ever say a bass
is nist a bass! It is a work of
art so treat it with dignity,
please!
Happy Fishing!

Vital gift-buying ideas for die-hard hunters
Let's face the facts, guys.
not gatherWe are hunters
ers and certainly not shoppers.
I
We are
hardwired
to go to the
most inhospitable
places, face
most
the
Ii fe-threatening situations, and
In The Field shoot the
By Kenny
biggest and
and
best
Damell
danmost
Outdoors
of
gerous
Columnist
whatever it
is we are hunting. Nothing. I
repeat. nothing can ever prepare us to lace the onslaught
of desperate shoppers in a retail
mall to mull over, contemplate, and otherwise come
away with the most perfect

Christmas gift for our wives
or significant others.
But it has to be done, especially if we wish to continue
to enjoy the company of our
shotguns, bows, rifles, hunting gear, and/or hunting dogs.
After all, you may be planning a trip to an exotic place
to hunt exotic game this year
(note: the "exotic- place
referred to in this paragraph
does not have a casino
attached) or you may need to
"invest- in a nice over/under
or one of those space-age
design compound bows. At
the very least, we will be
away from home somewhere
between 8.6 and 75.2 days
this year and will spend enough
on coffee, beef-jerky, moon
pies, and other hunting necessities to bring a third-world
country into the second world.
A word of caution,'Mowever, right out of allor•pite:

Although you may welcome
any and all gift cards from
sporting goods stores and mailorder outlets, your wife or
significant other will 1101
regardless of how fancy the
store. Gift cards do have a
place in the Christmas giftgiving scheme. though. If you
plan to buy 100 gilts for the
missus this year, 99 can be
gift cards (assuming they are
not from sporting goods
stores), hut gift number 100
had better be something specand real.
tacular
Real, in a woman's world,
begins with gold. Gold, after
all, was the preferred gift of
the wise men at the first
Christmas. You would do well
to be so wise even to the
point of riding a camel halfway
around the world. Gold is
known commodity, and believe
me, she knows all about it.
There are things made from

gold, things covered with gold.
and things that look like gold.
If your gift just looks like
gold. you'll he shot and left
for the coyotes.
If you shop for a gift where
they sell funnel cakes and
personalized belts with enormous buckles, the stuff you
find there will probably just
he covered with gold -- thinly at best_ This is doubly true
for "gold" chain that comes
on a roll and st us by the
foot.
She will see though this
little ruse faster than you can
say "Neiman Marcus." You'll
have to sell your dog and
pawn the guns to get out of
this pickle.
In other words, think in
terms of "solid gold."
Next in line are diamonds
which often are found in the
company of solid gold. Diamonds are made in two ways

-- by squeeling the crap out
of a lump of coal for billions
of years or by plunking down
a hank card with a generous,
limit. Siiice you don't have
billions of years, go ahead
and surrender the plastic. Diamonds have hut one function
in this world and that is to
be seen. Remember this V. hen
buying diamonds. If you can't
see the diamond, then she
won't see the diamond. Worst
yet, her friends will not he
able to see the diamond and
you Chgl kitib your hunting
trips goodbye.
Diamonds are measured in
carats, and whole numbers
make a big splash. If you
have to squint to see 'the stone
and the sales clerk snickers
when you ask about the site,
it's probably not the kind of
up tor the
gift that will ma
duck hunting triply ou scheduled for Christmas Day. Where

the rock comes liom is just
as important_ It may he OK
to buy a gun that belonged
eX - htISto your NI ACF- 111
it's never a good
hand, but
idea to buy a second-hand
ring hom your so I fe S best
Irientfis hi oken engagement
,, lesseof the price.
regard
from me. if you
S take'
want to hunt the late deer
season or hil‘e a successful
duck season, don't soimp-out
on Christmas gly mg for your
he or significant other. After
all, anyone that would put up
with the likes of a die-hard
hunter deserves to be adorned
with the finest. That's why I
take no chances. Many of the
items in the Chairman's iew clry collection eame l rom ihe
estates of a couple of billion
:tires — a Sam Walton and
some guy named Pennes.
believe.
Happy huntIng'

Waterfowl hunting options that
don't crush the pocketbook
Frew KOMI
A close friend used to
always badger tne about going
waterfowl hunting. I hemmed
and hawed because I didn't
have the right equipment. nor
did I have the money to buy
it. I mistakenly believed you
needed an expensive shotgun,
a ton of decoys, expensive
bibs and parkas, waders, dogs,
calls and, not to mention, a
boat. I felt the sport involved
an outlay of treasure beyond
my reach.
With gentle prodding from
my buddy. I began to slowly
accumulate the necessary gear.
I waited until after the season and found a nice 4-in-1
waterfowl jacket on closeout
for half of what it cost earlier in the season. I also found
a pair of waterfowl bibs on

sale from the sante manufacturer. The camouflage patterns
don't match, but ducks never
seem to mind. I've hunted a
pond in a pouring rain with
temperatures in the high 30s
and remained warm and dry.
In my old inadequate patched
together gear, those conditions
would send me packing for
the house in under an hour.
The new waterfowl hunting outfit also makes the hest
winter fishing gear I've ever
donned. I've fished the float
and fly technique for smallmouth in January with air temperatures in the low 20s with
the wind chill in the teens
and stayed warm all day long.
"The closeout waterfowl
clothing may not match or is
a little out of date, but if it
keeps you warm and comfort-

able, that is all that matters,"
said John Akers, maintenance
supervisor for the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. "You can
save a lot of money by purchasing waterfowl gear after
the season. It still works fine.
They often discount hunting
waders really low after the
season."
Akers, an avid and expert
waterfowl hunter, recommends
holding on to that gear a while
if you have children. "I outfitted my kids with my old
waterfowl apparel.- he said.
"If my bibs or waders got a
little worn, I saved them as
I replaced them. About half
of the stuff my kids use. I
used to use myself. They'll
grow into it eventually '.
A reliable I 2-gauge pump
shotgun will harvest any waterfowl that flies in Kentucky..
Decent used pumps with synthetic camouflage stocks that
can handle 3-inch magnum
shells line the walls of gun
stores all over our state. An
outlay of $200 or less will often
bring that gun home.
A pump shotgun doesn't
have the glamour of an elegant over-and-undet or the
ease of use of a semi-automatic. That being said. every

time you pull the trigger, a
pump goes "boom.- Pumps
handle adverse weather with
ease and you can enjoy your
waterfowl hunting without
stressing over damaging an
expensive gun in the snow.
rain or ice. A pump shotgun
handles rough treatment and
still performs.
Waterfowl shotshells loaded
with steel, bismuth, tungsten
or other heavy materials cost
considerably more than shotshells loaded with lead.
"Many of the department
stores and sporting good stores
discount their steel shofithells
after the season,- Akers said.
"I buy all of my waterfowl
loads after the season."
It is illegal to use lead
shotshells for waterfowl hunting.
Decoys can also deliver a
wallop to your wallet. "In the
old days. I would go in with
a friend and split the cost of
decoys because we couldn't
afford them on our own.- Akers
explained. "We traded use of
them. We also bought a boat
that way' as well. You can
lind decoys really cheap rit yard
sales as well
Hunters inadvertently shoot
decoys. leading to many that
are no longer seaw9rthy. Akers
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Calloway County forward Averee
Fields signals to a teammate during
a game Nov. 30 against Paducah
Tilghman at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Fields and the Lady Lakers begin
play in the Heritage Bank Hardwood
Classic on Monday.

Calloway
aiming for
Classic
victory
DEFENDING 2ND
REGION CHAMP
HENDERSON Co.,
TENNESSEE POWER
STAND IN WAY
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Having failed to win his own tournament since 2005. Calloway County head
coach Scott Sivills said leaving this year s
Heritage Bank Hardwood Classic without
a first place trophy would be bowing out
on one of his team's major goals this season.
"It's certainly one of our goals this
year." said Sivills. who will host the sixth
edition of his tournament starting
Monday. "We want to win this tournament as well as push ourselves, and what
a good field to do that with."
The top tier of teams in this year's
tournament is impressive. With six-time
defending Second Region champion
Henderson County joining the Lady
Lakers as two of the headliners from
Kentucky.
Calloway will also welcome west
Tennessee powerhouse Martin Westview
for this year's edition, as well as three
other Tennessee schools in Stewart
County, Covington and Clarskville
Northwest.
Clarksville Northwest is one of four
teams returning from last year's field.
with fellow returnees Graves County and
Massac County (111.) rounding out the
bracket.
Sivills said this year's field is something his team is hoping to use as preparation for postseason tournament play.
"With the teams in this tournament, we
feel like we can make it it into a tournament-type setting to prepare us down the
road." he said.
Play will begin Monday when Graves
A County and Martin Westview tip off the
. tournament at 4.10 p.m. Calloway will
take on Clarks% lie Northwest in the night
cap. with tip-off set for 9 p.m.
The Lady Lakers would face the WW1 ner of Covington and Massac County
should they advance to the second round.
This year's field does provide a hit of
•See CLASSIC,8A

Next Week
Heritage Bank Hardwood Classic
VV I li... LIS

Monday
Graves Co vs Martin tom. Westview, 4 30 pm
Henderson Co vs Stewart Co (Tenn ). 6 p m
Covington (Tenn I vs Massac Co (III ), 7 30 pm
ralloway Co vs Clarksville (Tenn) Northwest 9
pm

Tuesday
(,c./MW loser vs

HC/SC loser. 4 30 pm
Cov/MC loser vs CC'CNW loser. 6 p m
(C/MW winner vs HC,SC winner. 7 30 pm
CovrMC winner vs CC CNW winner. 9 p m
Wednesday
. Seventh place game 11 30 a m
F ifth place game. 1 p rn
Third place game. 2 30 pm
( liampionship game 4 p m

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
After Murray State's 94-52 bludgeoning of NAIA Bethel on Wednesday,
senior forward Jeffery McClain spoke
of the renewed confidence he believed
the outing gave the Racers' frontline.
Indeed, MSU got a strong post game
from four different players —
McClain, Ivan Aska (who racked up
double-digit rebounds for the second
straight outing), Ed Daniel and Shawn
Jackson.
It's a good thing, because the Racer
bigs will need all the confidence they
can get going into Saturday night's
inatchup with Western Kentucky, a
squad that features one of the toughest
frontcourts MSU will see all season.
"Their three, four and five are as

good as anyone in the country." says
Murray State coach Billy Kennedy.
"Those three guys, you have to prepare
for them and do a good job on the glass.
"It's going to be how well our
perimet:r guys can play and how well
our post guys can do defending the
strength of their team. which is their
post guys."
Senior forwards Juan Pattillo,
Steflphon Pettigrew and Sergio
Kerusch make up that threesome of
which Kennedy is speaking.
All three are averaging double-figure sconng and each is pulling in more
than five rebounds per game.
Pandit,. a 6-foot-6 transfer from
Oklahoma in his first season with the
/Whoppers, is the leader of the group
statistically, averaging a double-double

Up Next
Western Kentucky at

Murray State
When: 7 30 p m Saturday
Whore: CFSB Center
Radio. WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: WKU 5-5 10-0 Sun Belt) MSU
(1-1 OVC)
Last meeting: WKU won 83 12 in 2009 in
Bowling Green
Series record. WKU leads 95-52

with 14.1 points and 10.2 rebounds pet
game to his name.
There is some question. however, as
to whether Pandit, will play tonight.
According to the Bowling Green
Daily Ness'., he has missed time earlier
this week and is dealing with personal
issues.
The Daily News reported Pattillo
did make the trip to Murray. hut it was
unclear whether he would play.
Kennedy isn't as familiar with
Pawl°, but he knows well the chal•See RACERS,8A

PAII4AJ 11011,1/1111111111 AP
Western Kentucky forward Juan
Pattillo shoots as he is defended
by Memphis forwards D.J.
Wesley
and
Stephens
Witherspoon during a Dec. 4
game in Memphis. Tenn.

Racer
women
gear up for
rivalry, Loo
msu SET TO
HOST SW
TONIGHT
From NW Athletics
After a grueling seven-game
road trip over the past month,
the Murray State women's basketball team will return to the
friendly confines of the (TSB
Center for five of its next six
games.
The Racers (2-7, 0-2 OV(')
will first host regional-rival
Southern Illinois tonight at 5
p.tn.
The Salukis have had a
rough start to the season, much
like MSU,as they are 1-8 on the
year and have lost their last four
games.
The game versus the Racers
will be the fourth Ohio Valley
Conference team that SIU will
have faced this season. The
Salukis earned their lone victory of the year over Austin Peay,
but have fallen to UT Martin
and Tennessee State.
SIU is averaging 52.7 points
per game and being outscored
by 10.9. The team has recorded
less than 50 points in four
games this season and tallied
over 60 twice.
The Salukis are keeping the
stat sheet close to their opponents in most categories, including shooting percentage and
TOMMY DOLLARD Ledger & Times rebounds.
However. SIU is committing
94-52 win over Bethel
Racers
the
during
throw
free
this
up
sizes
Murray State senior B.J. Jenkins
5.7 more turnovers per game
free-throw
93.5
hitting
shooter,
-leading
seventh
nation's
the
is
Jenkins
Center.
Wednesday night at the CFSB
121.1 to 15.4) and having the
percent of his shots from the charity stripe.
ball stripped almost twice as
much as they are stealing !nun
their opponents 15.7 to 1(1.3
.RFDITS B kS1‘1'_ I B \I I. SUCCESS TO MON1IS T01 'JAI LOVE
steals per game).
Through Sunday's games, he was the
By TOMMY DILLARD
The one area where the
seventh -best free-throw shooter in thc
Sports [door
Salukis have a clear advantage
nation on a team that ranks 214 nation
is in blocking. recording 4.7
.1. Jenkins has
ally in the same category. hitting 93 5
blocks per game and only ha, never been
Jenkins tree percent of his shots.
mg 2.2 of their shots swatted
throw percentage
M. ell On the
going
aren't
things
When
away.
to
be
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so far this seacourt, it's almost Away s Jenkins
After not playing each other
son a number
perfect.
that ranks him
attempting to rally his teammates vocaltwo seasons. the Racers and
for
7th ri DIvi,,Ion I
Perhaps that's ly.
Salukis renewed their regional
Jenkins ()umbel of ass,sts this
in
After losses, he's usually one of the
season
last
rivalry
why Murray State's senior players
season a team-high He also
SR'
selected to inswer the media's
where
III..
Carbondale.
leads the Racers in steals with
guard is so good.
questions.
earned a 76-71 overtime v icto17 for the year thus far
The list of things Jenkins has done
ry.
right through his (areer as a Ra(er is a
Junior Rachael Isom is the
Jenkins three-point
If there is a leader on this balanced lengthy one, but when he gets calls from
returner for MSU. with 1
top
percentage this seaRacer club, most would say it is Jenkins, home, he usually receives an earful
point', and six rebounds
son He has gone
not only- statistically. but emotionally as about what he could be doing rather
15-tor 37 from
beyond the three
well.
than what he's already done.
point in:
He is Murray State's second-leading
'I could play what I feel like is a perUp Next
scorer, leadei in both steals and assists, fect game. and she'll let me know,'Well
Illinois
Southern
and a high-percentage shooter from you went 3-for-7 from three, you should
too high, it's turner
gets
he
When
at Murray State
three-point range and the free-throw have made all WWII,— he savs
who brings him back to Earth.
When h p m Saturday
moihcr,
line.
his
lie's speaking about
Where- CFSB Center
She also knows. however. when to
Currently. it's his success at the char- Alicia Turner. who he credits s tilt being
Radio: WNBS 1140 AM
Records: MS-;t
ity stripe that is drawing him national the single most stabilizing 10R-c in his
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From Page 7A
familiarity for the Lady Lakers,
who have seen three of the
seven teams in the field already
this season, claiming victories
over Martin- Westview, Massac
and Graves en route to their 70 start.
Here's a quick look at the
field.
•Graves County enters the
tournament at 2-5 under second-year head coach Amy
Carrico, and the inside-outside
combination of junior guard
Kim Fulcher and senior forward Hayden Dunigan lead a
well-balanced Graves County
offense.
Fulcher averages 11.8 points
per game, while Dunigan averages 10.3.
II Martin Westview is in 011C
of the toughest districts in
Tennessee girls basketball as a
member of District I3-A A, but
lost a vital piece of their prograin with the graduation of
Grace Ann Swaim, who now
plays for UT Martin.
The Lady Chargers are a
younger team than in the past,
but do welcome back two seniors in Breanna Pitcher and
Jacey Simms, and are currently
ranked No. 21 in the state of
Tennessee.
IN Henderson County needs
no introduction to people familar with girls basketball in
Kentucky.
The Lady Colonels have
notched six straight berths into
the Girls Sweet Sixteen by
winning the Second Region
title.
After advancing to the state
semifinals two years ago, last
year Henderson fell in the first
round to Louisville Mercy.
Henderson is 3-1 on the season.
II. Stewart County is 3-3 on
the year and plays a stifling
zone defense.
•Covington is 5-2 on the
year and also plays in the tough
District 13-AA out of west
Tennessee.
•Massac County lost seniors Destiny Spence and Tala
Mumford off last year's squad,
but Kristina Henley has
stepped in to fill the void as the
team's leading scorer.
III Clarksville Northwest is
an athletic team returning to
this year's tournament after
competing last year.

From Page 7A
Bowling Green State and at
According to a Daily News
lenges presented by Pettigrew home against Southern Illinois.
report Friday, McDonald wasn't
Prior to that, however, the ready to call things off lust yet.
and Kerusch from facing them
Hilltoppers had gone on a fourover the past several seasons.
"We're working all angles,
"They've been matchup prob- game losing streak, albeit against we'll continue to be aggressive
lems for us every year, and that's a tough schedule, falling to and Murray State is definitely an
one of the reasons why Western's Davidson, South Carolina. option
but there are other
won a lot of games the last cou- Vanderbilt and Memphis.
options," he said. "My history in
WKU dismissed starting the first three years as head
ple of years — those guys create
matchup problems for everybody point guard Ken Brown due to a coach has been aggressive. I
they play against," he says. "violation of team academic pol- want national games. I want to
"'They're both four-men who can icy" earlier this week after aver- help our team get better for the
aging 6.7 points and leading the Sun Belt Conference season anti
play the three."
Indeed, the versatility the pair team in assists through nine I want to continue to bring in
presents is something that isn't games.
teams in Diddle that fans are
found on the Racers' roster outFreshman Brandon Peters, excited about. There are a lot of
side of perhaps freshman Chris who had played pnmarily shoot- options out there.
ing guard, emerged in his stead,
Griffin.
"... To say we're not wanting
Fortunately for the Racers, tying a career-high with I I to continue this series (is not
both Pettigrew and Kerusch have points against SIU.
true). We're not at that point
WKU head coach Ken yet."
struggled from beyond the threepoint arc so far this season. McDonald told the College
The two squads have played
Pettigrew is hitting just 25 per- Heights Herald that Peters will 147 games all-time, with
cent of his shots while Kerusch is likely continue to play more at Western holding a 95-52 edge in
point guard.
knocking down 30 percent.
the series.
It's a trend Kennedy says he
Saturday's game will have a
The Racers have gotten the
little extra flavor for Racer fans, best of the Toppers in recent
hopes continues.
"When they're making threes, many of whom are upset that the years, however, holding an 8-6
they're really tough to guard," he rivalry may not be renewed after mark against WKU in games
said. "I think they're struggling this season.
played since 1989.
shooting the ball right now, at
Kennedy said at Monday's
Despite the rivalry, the series
least Pettigrew is, and hopefully press conference that WKU was has been an off-and-on affair
he'll struggle one more game."
"not sure" it wanted to continue since Western left the Ohio
As good as their frontcourt is, to play the series, and as a result, Valley Conference in 1982.
however, the Hilitoppers have his program was "going in a difThe two teams didn't play one
struggled with their guard play ferent direction."
another for much of the miden route to amassing a 5-5
He did say that if the 1990s, and the series was
record.
Hilltoppers should change their dropped again for the 2005 and
Western is 2-0 over their last minds, he would like to keep 2006 seasons.
two outings, notching wins at playing WKU.
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Basketball
today
St May at Whitesville Trinity. 6 p m
Lone Oak al Paducah Tilghman 7 30
p 11)
Graves County TimePiece Roundball
Classic
Union City (Tenn ) vs Heath 10 30
r11

Dyersburg (Tenn vs Graves Co noon
Lake Co (Tenn )vs Marshall Co I 30
pm
Heath vs Dyersburg (Tenn ) 6 p.m
Marshall Co vs Union Cly (Tenn ),
7 30 p m
Graves Co vs Lake Co (Tenn), 9'30
p ni
Prep Girls Basketball
Today
Lone Oak at Paducah Tilghman b p
Heath at Carlisle Co 6 30 p 01
St Mary It Whitasvilie Trinity, 7 30 p.m
Republic Bank Classic
(at Lexington Catholic)
Murray vs St Joseph 0Ar Va ) 5 p m

OVC Basketball
Today
Eastern Kentucky at Austin ('e,ty
pm (ESPN3 corn)
Western Kentucky at Murray St 1 30
pm
Sunday
Eastern Illinois at Tennessee Te,..h 4
pm (ESPN3 corni
Southeast Missouri St at Jacksonville
St 4 30 p m
William Woods at fennessee Martin
4 30 pm
Morehead St at Tennessee Cl 5 p in
State Basketball
Today
Mississippi Valley St at Kentucky 7
p rn (ESPN3 corn) 7 p m
Gardner-Webb at Louisville 2 30 p m
(ESPN3 Corn)

SportsEtriefs
IN Murray State baseball coach Rob McDonald will host a Chnstrnas
Baseball Camp on Monday. Dec, 20 for first-through-eighth-graders at
Racer Arena and the Carr Health Building North Gym The camp will
feature instruction and drills as well as live batting practice. Check in will
begin at 8 a.m., and the camp will run from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more
information, access an online brochure on the Murray State baseball
web site under 'Camps' or e-mail dskirka@murraystate.edu.

•Jenkins
From Page 7A
praise her son, who has often
been accused of trying too hard
to help the hyped-up Racers win
early this season.
"That's my best friend," he
says. "That's my heart right
there. ...(The criticism) is a
good thing to have on your side,
because that will keep you hungry, keep you working."
Especially when it comes to
significant but sometimes
tedious aspects of the game.
Jenkins says his mother's
primary
focuses are
on
turnovers and — you guessed it
— free throws.
He likely got most of his basketball genes from his father,
Robert Jenkins Sr., who played
college ball at West Virginik and
coached at Sacred Heart, where
he helped the Pioneers win a
Division 11 national champi-

onship in 1986, defeating
Southeast Missouri State in the
final.
But it was Turner who drove
B.J. to the gym countless times
as a kid and constantly pushed
him to improvement.
"She alwayt made sure I had
a ball," he says. "She would
help me shoot free throws, work
on my layups when I was a little
kid."
'Rimer never played basketball herself, but Jenkins says
she is "heavy into" all sports.
She is certainly knowledgeable
enough about the gime that she
helped instill an appreciation of
its details in her son.
"She never asks about my
scoring " Jenkins says. "She
always talks about my turnovers
or where I could have done better."
Though he has struggled

with turnovers against the
Racers' gauntlet of a schedule
so far this season, free throws
and taking care of the ball are
two areas in which Jenkins'
game has historically been
sound.
In 2009-10, when his assistto-turnover
ratio
hovered
around an impressive three-toone, Turner was on her son to
raise his numbers to four-toone.
"She was like, 'Cut the stupid passes, limit the showboat
passes,— he remembers. "I
thought my numbers were pretty good."
Geography keeps Turner
from being a physical presence
at most of Jenkins' games.
She resides in Virginia
Beach, Va.. where she watches
the Racers faithfully through

the Ohio Valley Conference's
But though she isn't physionline television package or lis- cally present. Jenkins can usualtens to Neal Bradley's call ly eOUflt oil a phone call nom
online when she can't see the his mothet shortly after Racer
Racers on regular Tv.
victories.
She did make the ()VC
Because such calls usually
Tournament in N ishville last include criticism and a call for
season, where she watched het Jenkins to take responsibility
son help Murray State to a even when it's his teammates
championship
victory
and who mess up. she usually gives
NCAA tournament berth.
her son time to cool down after
But because she is virtually losses.
absent from home games,
"She'll give me a couple tit
Jenkins' Murray State team- days before she calls me after
mates don't know her in the we lose," he says. "She knows I
same way as his high school don't really like to lose and I'm
cohorts did.
not really going to want to hear
'Everybody knows B J 's nothing she got to say
mom in Virginia," he quips
Rut inside. Jenkins knows
"She's very supportive at that what his mother has to say
games, but she treats everybody is probably the best thing he
the same. If you didn't know could possibly be listening to.
she was my mom, you would
"You need someone to keep
Just think she was a die-hard it real with you,- he say... "Keep
fan."
you pushing and grinding.-

Hosted by: Calloway County Lady Laker Basketball
Monday, Dec. 20, Tuesday, Dec. 21 and Wednesday, Dec. 22
Jeffrey Gymnasium at Calloway County High School
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Jimmy Dan Flicks, Heritage Bank, is shown v,ith I to r )Lady Laker I lead
Coach Scott Sivills, Senior Morgan Smothcrinan. Hicks, Senior
Chrisman and Senior Averee Fields
trarrarAtre
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AMUSEMENTS
Advertisers we requested to check
the NM insertion al their ads hr any
error. Murray Ledger & Times wil be
responsible kr only one incorrect
~Non_ Any error should be reported immediately so corredions can
be made.
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DEADLINES

51

$11.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al/ 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3-33 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Weal&
FfUIsa.

Sein San
hada

IIM101.a

Da*
Ft*
Sdnia

ha12pa
htlOaa
Da!Om
lar.12pa

i825 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per thy.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

irt pirza • ••arcrimpru..

Aft.,1:Tim

Flom Yew Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashle
y Morris or Carrie litephsmages
10slop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Frid
ay 800 a.m.-500 p.m.• Iltax:_75$4.021 •

Ell
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BENCHMARK Foster
Care
Become
a
Professional
Foster
Parent
Direct deposit twice
monthly
Up to $68 per day reimbursement
Free traininsj + 24/7
NuPPoil
$600
on completion
of the
certification
process
Contact 270-210-3845
or 270-804-9549.

frit

•

de

Booth 066
. •
NEW "Razor Cut"
Coats. Hoodies & 'fops IP
0
Assort. Silicone Watches Only $8.00
All Jewelry & Handbags 20
(4 off
$5 00 off Razor Cut with this coupon
New Shipment of Scarves
& Stretch Rings
Trends 61 TrCASUIT-4 Mall
Old Uncle Jeff's Belida]

^

In %ternary c'
Sammis Crutcher

May 26.1953 - Vac. 18, 2009;
k.1...z 'Those we low can never really traye
r,
t We feel their presencf (tic a giinth touch,1
Wriend-ver we rememiter nknnents shard
And sio vain tie rhinos nicif lewd ro do.
, 'In so many ways they remain with us,
Thar ern& spirits part of
airIre du an ad we are.
Afics 1014
Your Tamely c,

Nike

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first kmartion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only One
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
eo corrections can
be mods.

PADUCAH Day or
Night Real Estate 96/hr
Licensing
Class.
Begins
1-6-2011_
Graduate few weeks
up to 12 months.
Location:
Coldwell
Conference
Banker
RQP1TI, Exit 4. Pre-reghider cash, check.
debiVcredit cards, payment plan. 270-2230789.
American
Career
Training Real Estate
School. since 1992.
E -mail deloiseadams°yahoo.
corn

Nike
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its empkryetes
accept any msponeibNity whatsoever for their
activities.

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

2 people needed to
general cleaning. $9
per hour depending on
experience.
Hours:
5:30pm until Job is
complete. Call Frank
Turkel) at 615-7886984 or e-mail resume
to
FTurkaliAlritewayserviCe.com

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a illiTlp0fary
assignment:
Position available on
1st 2nd, and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resurne to
careersOchuckioneetnet
Visit
www.chuclOones.net
for
complete
lob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen
COMMUNITY Options,
Inc., a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals w/ developmental
disabielies is currently
seeking
Community
Support
Staff
in
Benton. KY. FT, PT and
Sub
opportunities
availabl•I
Responsibilities
Include assisting w/
deity living skies & the
development of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropriate ciucumentallon, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments /
activities. H S diploma /
GED, a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
background an
a
mustl EOE Please submit
resume
to:
Carla.SpencerScomo
p.org or fax to:
270-906-2284
DENTAL
Assistant
Needed! Hours: M-TH,
8:00am-5:00pm. Must
have experience. Must
be reliable, professional. and have a good
rapport with patients.
Serious inquires only.
Mail resumes to P.O
Box 995 Murray, KY
42071.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
es our classifieds
webPsIle at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwort.cont
By defauh,
Murray and local job
listings will appeal on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork,com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
U'. if you have any
questions regarding
ille Murray area
ioh listings Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person .after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
GRAPHIC Asst. needed with ai/Photoshop
experience,
Adobe,
Excel, word & others.
Hours: M-F 8-5prm
Salary
negotiable.
Resume to: Mgr., P.O.
Box 363, Murray,_ KY
42071.

— skt d

ANTIQUES. Cat Larry

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy'
working with the public and he self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public RelationS
preferred. but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

For Rent

753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner. Move, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

Advertising Saks Position
Murray Ledger & Thnes
PD.Box 1040-Z
Murray,KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TAKING
APPLICATIONS

Ledger
Imes
10111 Whit nell e,
K1

1111.1-ti

MURRAY

1981 Amber Wood
Stove Insert
48X48 - w/Blowers
Great Condition
$300 or obo
(270)227-0386
Bownex Ultimate 2
Home Gym. Like new.
$1,400, 270-436-2867
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109, 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 270753-4161
FOR SALE: 2 Colo.'
older TV's. 1- 19 inch
$20, 1- 27 inch $30,
DVD's,
and
VCR
Tapes. Call 270-2278721 after 4:00pm, if
interested in purchasing any Of all.
HAY for sale
$3.00/ Bale
753-1287

22 cu ft. Hot Point
refrigerator. Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little. 270-7615340

Benefits Specialist - $11.S3Aw
(addelonal pay dependent upon qualifications)

Dishwasher, portable.
Kearnore.
Excellent
condition, works great.
$175-obo
270-9785056, Kenny

Apply online & view additional details at:
vnewinumiystalslobs
erOPIY
W°17
:
1rirad
f
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Full-time job vacancy at Murray campus:

10,4 0 APPI
WARD f I 1.s11.0,

-0-K•guti LrFbmwd
i,z10'; 753

SALES

• Parr 'Time
• Corrifurer Sias k
:Experience Required
• Ourgoine Personality a Pius
• Must IRe%Elk to Work .Sarurday 5 if Netcessary
R.F
.ply In Person at
305 Siortfi 12th Street, Ibiurray

7'

FIREWOOD
(270)210-6267. Pick
up Of delivery
FIREWOOD delivered.
Call for prices. 2931357 or 270-559-1424.

Pe Awe

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 4150

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER

TimuEs

haw For Rant
38R $295.00
2BR $250.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9868

Thursday's deadline is
Tuesday at 10:00 as

2BR, C/H/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom. deck. & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BA, C/I-1/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

We will not pilaf a paper
Saturday, P.c. 25th.
Monday's deadline is
Thursday at 1000 as

Fw Rest
NEAR university. Like
new large 213R C/H/A.
Low utilities. Owe,.
What you've been
looking for. $450 +
deposit.
(270)978-0913

* *1
* *I
HOLLY.DAY

* immoral *

I

*

Help Wailed

& Childcare
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References

293-3253

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556

LEDGER &TIMES *:

Rest of KY/TN

AU Other Mall
Sabsetiptions
3 mo.
$90.00 6 mo.
$96.00
$120.00 1

(Puryear & Bualsamm.

Equai opportunity

2 BR 1 BA mobile
home. furnished $125
weekly
References
required
270 753-6558

MURRAY

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 ow
...—$30.1101
$35.00
ame.
—453.11. 3 oso.
1 yr. —.—....$103410 6
1 yr.

6 use....
1 yr.

11
11111moss For kb
2002-Clayton, 16x80
38R, 2BA, vinyl siding,
extra clean. Excellent
condition_
270-489-2525
2BR & Lot, $10,900.
270-753-6012

I
e
a

Give a gift subscription to the
4`

I BR & 211R Apt'.
270-753-8556
"fDD I-8115-545-1/133
Ext. At .0
6
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two oedroom apartments avidable
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill.
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer_ Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

Very nice, large, 1BR.
All appliances, including washer and dryer.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085

1H

1505 Ditiguid Drive

Competitive salary, paid vacations and
generous employee discounts. Retail experience preferred.
Apply in person at
305 S. 12th Street, Murray

The 131

Friday's deadline is
Wednesday at 10:00 as

1 OR itsr apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and dopes;
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 36R
duplex, C/H/A,
$500
48R house near MSU
$700
753-0606
1BR Apartment. Clean
& Nice. All appliances
including W/D. No pets.
270-436-2524.
Cell 270-293-6906
1(3A, price reduced,
various lout
tions. Coleman RE
753-9696.
IBA, unfurnished. new
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980.
2BR,2full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
S600/month, no pets.
753-2225.

2BR, IBA $425/mo.
$425/dep.
293-1017, 753-1159
257 Tobacco Rd.

he to the holidays some
deadlines have chanted.

Apartments

• Full & Part Time

Study in paradise.
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Lis 6/acres
S500/mo
206-883-6219

1BR, Lease & Deposit.
No Pets'
270-753-0728,
270-994-3308

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

SALES PERSONNEL

VICTORIAN one bed,
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view WD.
refrigerator
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric
S600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephessoli at
270-15S-1916

tit Full Mo. Rent Free

• Full Time

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056

$anta $avings

Buying & Seeing
i
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. hahres,
quarters, dimes,
goid coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dent4
plans. salary plus commission, are all part ofi
an excellent benefit package.

PECO

lox 10
Light ar
24/7 Si
1900
Behind Murre

Check

Money Order

Visa

M/C

I St Address
City
Zip

Daytime l'h
Mail I hi,-; coupon with payment to.

5.

20 state
MELISSA NELSO1
Associated Press
PENSACOLA, Fl
Attorneys for 20 stai
the new federal heal
told a judge Thursi
expand the governme
in dangerous and
ways.

Name

State

Special to the Led
Kick off the Ness
the new country act.
Perry, on Friday. Jan.
7:30 p.m. at West
Community and
College's Clemens
Center in Paducah.
The show was
scheduled for Nov
was rescheduled due
international touring
The Band Perry. wi
Kimberly. Neil and
received a CMA non
2010 Vocal Group c
The nomination was
plishment for the yo
who released their d
in October 2010.
Perry is also up for
American Countr
Nominations inclue
Group of ' the Y
Breakthrough Artist
and Best Video
Breakthrough Artist 1
Young.The Band Perry
52,000 albums in the
weeks of the idea!
self-titled debut a
entered the Billboai

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1018
a

The states want I_
Judge Roger Vinson
summary judgment
out the health care la.
full trial. They argue
people's rights by it
to buy health insuran
or face penalties.
"The act would
constitutional dam;
wake than any othe
our history," David
attorney for the s
Vinson.

Murray Ledger & Times

CLISSIFIEDs

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

1.
J&L RENTALS
NIINI-STORAGE.
720 S. 4111 ST.
orner 121 & (Amebic

ze In ta
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

MBC Storage
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center
•

For Rot
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view IersD.
refrigerator
stove_
Very quiet. AN utilities
paid including electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

-irFte
Study in paradise.
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Lit. 6/acres
$500/mo
206-883-6219
Houses For Rent
1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets'
270-753-0728,
270-994-3308
2BR, IBA $425/mo.
$425/dep.
293-1017. 753-1159
257 Tobacco Rd.

Houses For Flee
213R,
IBA,
2-ca
garage, large yard, par.
tially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.
2BR, 18A, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4926
2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray. no pets
759-4826
3 & 48R Houses
Available
C/H/A,
Various
Locaticns.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
VERY nice 3138 with
garage, C/H/A. and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

AdF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

10X10 $25

10%15 340
1270) 436-2524
12701 293-69•6

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Corviuitcal Prop. For Rent

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
+1SF
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

440
LetsForSis

530
Services Offered

1414
Oakhill
Dr.
Campbell
Estates
145x17511, perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

2004 Harley-Davidson.
Heritage
STC
37.800 miles $12 000
OBO 270 753 1441

LOT FOR SALE BY
OWNER! Country liv
ing
near
Murray
between 2 beautiful
homes A 3 acre lot for
$60,000 or 4 5 acre lot
for $70,000 Build your
ono-story 2.000 square
feet (minimum) dream
home or a one and a
half or story residence
of 1.50e square feet
(ground floor) The lot
is located on Oaks
Country Club Road
near the irtersection of
Wiswell Road
Call
270-435-4001

07 Toyota FJ Cruiser.
Yellow, one owner, low
miles, $19.800 Mickey
Boggess Motors Sales
270- 759-1882

PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m 1.4
M-F

.
e

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
"A50 St Flt
Murray KY 42071
70 753-5562

Yon can count on like
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Torn Taylor Trail

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
31drnotorsales C

r

270.753.446 1

Hill Electric

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

Since 1956

(270)873-2098

753-7728

addii1011 is
andrr federal la.

pittle=rty

Ittttfrt ted

Be .111 kno.ingl% ai,ept

293-7872
mm

atherlt.ins tor reaf estate %hicil
is not in ‘.4ation at the 1.11n MI
perwns are heret. Informed
that all altnelling,.. ari%ertrsed are
Amiable in an equal olpaiettinit,
. base.
For iurtlwr ti-thIttittflte nub Fall'
Ilrneang Adsyrtimns requiremerit. eontati NiAA ounwl
Rene f' Mtlam
MA 10011

0

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale_ New energy
efficient, 3138, 2BA
car garage_ 2.240 sq
ft. cathedral ceilings.
concrete
driveway,
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates_
210-3781. 559-2032.

753-1816 227-061
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
('All.753.1916
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

•11.• Vat V•

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp
293-8814

11\11 1,,Wv•di

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS

\(,I \II NI

•

• weekly & pco.mI pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784
Iiiiniltiin 'ramie
\Idr

Loading Pock of
•,

3301 St. Mt 1214.
753-8087

Times

First Come

AppIG-incf'
Hepciir
A.

ROOFING Licensed
and
fully
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270 227-?617

Conceptis SudoKu

Murray Ledger &

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

First Serve

•0.!..4;1.,..
Please

1

No Phone Calls

Sudoku is a nurnber-plac.ny puzzle based on a 9x9 gent with
SC1vVral given numbers The .Jblect is to place the numbers 1 to
in the empty squares so that each row each column arid each
3x3 box contains trc same number only once The Jitticutty sewni
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
B% Dave Utram

91
5

Answer to previous puzzle

1
52

4
94

1
1

i

23
1

9
9

2 1 8 7
3 4 5 2
7 6 9 4
8 9 2 5
6 7 4 3
1 5 3 6
4 2 1 9
9 8 7 1
5 3 6 8

5
1
8
4
2
9
6
3
7

9
6
3
1
8
7
5
4
2

3 6 4
8 9 7
1 2 5
6 7 3
5 1 9
4 8 2
7 3 8
2 5 6
9 4 1

98
Dal u I% 'es t.! ****

MUNI*
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday. Dec. 20. 2010:
This year. allow greater giveand-take with key people in your
life. Unusual creativity will
come forward, though you might
need to give up some of what
you feel is right. In fact. as you
broaden your mental horizons,
your life becomes more dynamic. If you are single. many suit-

ors seem to appear out of the
ethers. Take your time choosing
arid committing. If you are
attached, allow more give-andtake between you and your
sweetie. GEMINI often challenges you.
The Stars Shim the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

debuted at number four on the
Billboard Top 2(10 "All Genre"
('hart, Their current single, -If I
Die Young,- is number 10 on the
Billboard and Media base
Country Charts and number two
on the overall iTunes

Free
Pallets

270-293-5624

SUDOKU

Tracks ('hart.
Seating will be on a firstcome basis. For reservations and
information,
go
to
artsinfocus.universitytickets.co
m or call 1270) 534-3212.

20 states ask judge to throw out Obama health law
MELISSA NELSON
Associated Press
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) -Attorneys for 20 states fighting
the new federal health care law
told a judge Thursday it will
expand the government's powers
in dangerous and unintended
ways.
The states want U.S. District
Judge Roger Vinson to issue a
summary judgment throwing
out the health care law without a
full trial. They argue it violates
people's rights by forcing them
to buy health insurance by 2014
or face penalties.
"The act would leave more
constitutional damage in its
wake than any other statute in
our history," David Rivkin, an
attorney for the states, told
Vinson.

PICK UP

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
oh septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

r

_
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using thii
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

FREE

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Fioors.
Repairs, wcrkers comp
Insured
227-2617

The Band Perry slated to perform Jan. 7
Special to the Ledger
Kick off the New Year with
the new country act, The Band
Perry, on Friday. Jan. 7. 2011, at
7:30 p.rn. at West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College's Clemens Fine Arts
Center in Paducah_
The show was originally
scheduled for November but
was rescheduled due to a heavy
international touring schedule.
The Band Perry. with siblings
Kimberly. Neil and Reid Perry.
received a CMA nomination for
2010 Vocal Group of the Year.
The nomination was an accomplishment for the young hand,
who released their debut album
in October 2010. The Band
Perry is also up for three 2010
American
Country
Award
Nominations including Duo/
Group of • the Year, New
Breakthrough Artist of the Year
and Best Video By New The Band Perry
Breakthrough Artist 14"If I Die
Chart at number two, making it
Young."
the second highest country
The Band Perry sold over album debut
of the year. The
52,000 albums in the first three
band also laid claim to the highweeks of the release of their est album debut
of' any new
self-titled debut album and country music group since
2(X)6.
entered the Billboard Country Even more amazing,
they

Jacob
2/0-978-0278

(270)925-5387

Res..('urn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

to

State law. forbid dhcnnunahon
in thc sale refill ix ad% ertnang
01 real eqate ha.eal on Factors in

Handyman Work

LEARN TO FLY

24 Noun sainvica

2006 Nissan Titan, 4x4,
Crew. $12,900
2008
Ford
Edge
Limited, 25k, $21.900
2008 Mercury Mariner.
&Supplies
sun-roof. 40k, $14,495
DOG Obedience
C&K Motors
270)436-2858
309 Woodlawn 3BR, We Trade,
www ckmotorsky com
2BA,
FREE kittens
new
decor
270-705 5973
293-1017, 753-1159
$77.900. 474-2520
03 Honda Accord EX.4
Shiti-Tzu
puppies
cyl , 5 spd.. 30+MPG.
AKC, CKC. male $200- 410 Sycamore St. 1.5
$7.900,
Mickey
$300 270 251 0310 stories, 1.488sqft. 2Boggess Motor Sales.
evenings
3138. IBA, living-room.
270-759-1882
SWEET
French dining-room,
utility.
room, garage, fenced
Bulldog puppy $400
in back-yard. House
Call for more info. Cell
904-382-5472
needs work $38,000
270-753-1441
07 Avalanche LT heated leather roof, low
UvNIOCk & Supple,
miles. 20's $24.900
BRAND new 38R 26A
Mickey Boggess Motor
FEEDER Pigs 270- 2 Car garage. Custom
Sales 270-759-1882.
227-7625
Brick
home
in
'92 Ford Truck, 351
Briarcrest Subdivis:on.
Windsor
engine.
Hardwood
Floors.
Mite!Estate
$2 000 0130 270-804Formal dining, custom
5060. 270-227-8266
cabinets, open floor
Murray Lrdwer rk
plan with lots of natural
itou,..inlk Act %Mac.,
light. Approx. 1800 SF
All real egah. adterte.ed herein
.oblerl to thr Federal Fair
Living_ Call for your
lloleang Ad. n huh make. ,1
private showing
hi adserIew 311% prefer
L&M
en., limitation or .1im!Iowa- 270-753-2905
LAWN SERVI( E
tkrn
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hafttiltAr
Allowing, Winn siring,
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tends( aping &
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an,
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New 2-4
I
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lirnitanon..sr .11st nem.,
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Beilleseurs beam aw
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Riswrileld Eames.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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Used Cars
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President Barack °llama's Supreme Court. 'Two °the' fed- tor who delivered
his first child.
administration counters that eral judges have upheld the
"It amounted to about $100 a
Americans should not he insurance requirement.
pound," he said, laughing.
allowed to opt out of the overIn Honda, Vinson questioned
Vinson also grilled governhaul because everyone requires how the government could halt
medical care. Government attor- the massive changes to the ment lawyers about their conneys say the states do not have nation's health care system that tention that people can be
standing to challenge the law have already begun. Rivkin told required to have
health insurand want the case dismissed.
him the constitutional violations
ance because everyone needs
Vinson, who was appointed are more important.
medical care. Under that logic.
to the bench almost 30 years ago
The judge questioned the
he
said, Atnericans could be
by President Ronald Reagan, Mama administration at
heard arguments Thursday but about whether the government is forced to wear shoes or buy grosaid he will rule later.
reaching beyond its power to ceries or clothes.
In a separate case, U.S
regulate interstate commerce by
But atIntinistration at
District Judge Henry E. Hudson requiring citizens to purchase Ian Heath Gersheng
orn said
earlier this week became the health insurance or lace tax
health insurance is different
first federal judge to strike down penalties.
because it covers catastrophic
a key portion of the law when he
"A lot of people. myself
sided with the state of Virginia included for years, have no injuries and chronic diseases.
those costs, when they
and ruled the insurance require- health insmance." said Vinson.
ment unconstitutional. That case who described being a law stu- collie, are unpredictable and
is likely to go to the U.S.
dent and paying cash to the doc- substantial." he said.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** A strong sense of direction defines your morning. The
ability to flex becomes more
important as the day continues
Communication might be off, as
many people could respond to
only a few words rather than a
total concept. Tonight Having
discussions, catching up on
friends' news, answering e-mail.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** A steady path seems to be
the only way to go most of the
time, especially when dealing
with finances. What happens
and how you proceed become
an issue when the unexpected
starts running riot. Tonight.
Center yourself

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Smile this morning.
You have the capability to handle
whatever you must. A key figure
or situation could become quite
demanding. fraught with unexpected developments this afternoon. Remember. you've got
what it takes. Tonight: Blowing
off steam and maybe having
some fun on the way.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** The smart Moon Child will
decide to break from his or her
usual routine. You need that
extra time to center and perhaps
finish off some holiday errands.
For you, it is important to be prepared. Tonight. Keep it low-key.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could be °vetwhelmed: many people seek you
out. Though you focus on one
issue at a time, you could be a little taken aback by the time you

Iv istimollie Blur
spend working with others
Confusion surrounds communication. A partner or ciear friend is
nearly
instinctive.
Tonight
Where the crowds are
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take the lead Others
knock on your door. Friends call
requesting this or that. Be careful
dealing with so many people
You might not be so effective
Your intuition helps with lastminute errands. Tonight A must
appearance.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
it**** Keep reaching out for
those at a distance, whether it's
family, friends o; associates
Make the most of the good
humor of the moment Don't
stand on ceremony with an unre
turned call Remember. -tis the
season." Tonight Touch base
with a special person in your life
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You nave a way with a
key associate or partner You
need to be creative in how you
approach this person, yet you
generally get an agreement
Could the person in question be
a secret admirer? Tonight: Make
it comfortable and cozy.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others seem to know
they have the power to make
what they want happen It nearly
boils down to whether you are
willing to be a player cr you want
to be a witness. Either way
works. the choice is yours.
Tonight Touch base with someone.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Tackle as much as you can
today. The real objective is to
complete anything not related to
the holiday season but is pending. Use your instincts with a
financial matter or key gift. You
know which way to go. Tonight:
Get wrapping. etc.: done.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your imagination will kick
in. especially if you hit a financial
brick wall. You'll find a way to sail
right through, arid quickly at that.
Investigate an opportunity, even
if the person presenting it has
been harsh or outrageous.
Tonight. Kick up your heels.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Know your limits and
understand where a family member is coming from. You upset
others when you let go and
become
unpredictable
Misunderstandings Could happen. Confirm meetings, etc.
Tonight. Home is where your
heart is.
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Looklefillack
Ten years ago
Recently
reported
births
include a boy to Bryan and Leila
Bacon; a girl to Alan and Emily
Miller; a boy to Stacey and Tracy
Cottongim Courtney; a boy to
Amy Medina and Di. Jorge Medina; a boy to Julie and Shawn
West; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hobbs.
Calloway County was the
recipient of true winter weather
this past weekend. Snow blanketed the area, and temperatures
in the teens kept the new coloring around for all to enjoy or
endure, depending on one's outlook.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has been named one of the
100 Top Hospitals in the United States for the treatment of
patients with strokes.
Twenty years ago
Leslie Annette Stroup, daughter of David and Melody Stroup,
celebrated her first birthday Dec.
17.
Wanda Vaughn, senior regent,
and Edna Bogard, junior regent
of the Murray Chapter 1465
Women of the Moose, presented
Euple Ward, executive director
of Need Line, with a donation
of food for the organization's
food drive. The food will go
toward making Christmas baskets for 230 families in Murray
and Calloway County.
Thirty years ago
A S207 million budget, reflecting 10 percent pay increases for
city employees, was enacted by
the Murray City Council at its
regular meeting Thursday.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
announced his nominations of
Michael Jackson, son of Mrs.
Etheleen D. Jackson and Jerry
L. Jackson. and Mickey P. Hutson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hutson. to be candidates to the
United States Military Academy
at West Point.
Mrs. Mary Sprague was the
winner of the country ham given
away by District 17 Unit 1 of

the Licensed Practical Nurses
Association.
Forty years ago
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice president for administrative
affairs at Murray State University. has been named as representative of education on the
Eight-State Southeastern Regional Manpower-Advisory Committee.
Mayfield beat Hickman County and Calloway County beat
Murray High in opening games
of the Calloway County Christmas Basketball Tournament High
scorers were Joe Ford for Mayfield, Stanley Thomas for Hickman, Darrell Crawford for Calloway and Johnny Williams for
Murray.
Recently
reported
births
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lionel Davis; and a girl to Me
and Mrs. Carl Howard.
Fifty years ago
Bill Solomon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.H. Solomon, Jr., was
awarded his Eagle Scout rank in
the Scout Program. He is a member of the Explorer Post here.
Murray Chief of Police warns
city residents that "it is against
the law to shoot fireworks in the
city."
A special review of the Murray Civic Music Association concert by The Theatre Men of
Chicago. III., written by Robert
Baar, is published today.
Sixty years ago
Jo Ann Hendon of Murray
and Bob Boyd of Hopkinsville
have been named -best groomed
girl and boy- at Murray State
College in the annual good grooming contest, sponsored by the
Association for Childhood Education.
The piano pupils of Mrs. DT_
McConnell were featured in a
recital at her home.
Recently
reported
births
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Guthrie; and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Duncan.

Girl feels like hanging up
when boy calls to hang out
DEAR ABBY: I'm a senioi in
high school and I have a problem. I'm in a parasitic relationship. A boy at my school, "Dan,"
believes himself to be my best
friend_ It is sad because everyone acts as if he is invisible. I
noticed that he was an outcast
and went out of my way to be
kind to him.
He
latched
onto me and
now follows
me around_
I have a
boyfriend
who is really
concerned,
but neither of
us knows how
to approach
Dear Abby this.
Dan calls
me at home
By Abigail
and always
Van Buren
asks if we can
hang out "as
friends." Dan is a nice guy, but
this has been going on for two
years and his attachment has only
increased. I have no idea how to
let him know our "friendship" has
become too suffocating for me.
Please help_ -- OVERWHELMED
IN OHIO
DEAR OVERWHELMED:
Because he has been excluded by
everyone else at school, it's not
surprising that Dan is emotionally dependent on you. However.
you have a boyfriend, your studies and a social life, and you
need to explain that to Dan when
he asks to "hang out." Those aren't
excuses; they are facts. Say it
kindly but firmly, and do not be
defensive. If he persists, talk to
a counselor at school.
In a few months high school
wi?? be over and Dan can move
on and start building a life. Many
successful adults weren't popular
in high school. Perhaps when he
thinks back, Dan will remember
you as the one bright spot in a
miserable experience.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: When I was a

little girl. my family's idea of celebrating Christmas was opening
some presents and renting a movie.
I'm 15 now, and my parents barely acknowledge the holiday.
Last year on Christmas Day,
my mother slept until after noon,
then handed me $100. Dad did
the same. I was grateful for the
money, but a little hurt that they
put no effort into buying gifts.
I am tired of trying to think
up thoughtful gifts while all I get
is a check handed to me without
so much as a "Merry Christmas"
Would I sound ungrateful if I
asked my parents to put a little
more thought into celebrating the
holidays this year? -- NOT SO
JOLLY CHRISTMAS
DEAR NOT SO JOLLY: Yes,
you would. You might get a better result if you simply told your
parents that you miss celebrating
the holidays with them the way
you have in the past, and ask
them why things have changed.
I'm sure you will find their answer
to be enlightening.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I know the holidays can be a stressful time of
year -- and even more so when
there has been a death in someone's family.
When a friend or family member loses a loved one, such as a
child or close friend, what is the
proper etiquette regarding gifts
you may have sent or have sitting under the tree? What should
the bereaved family do with the
gifts? I must admit. I am curious
-- especially being a member of
the armed forces. -- MARIE IN
CANADA
DEAR MARIE: If you arc
asking whether the gift(s) should
be returned to the sender, I am
sure the grieving family will have
other things to think about that
take precedence. Once a gift is sent,
it should be up to the surviving
relatives to decide whether to keep
it or dispose of it -- whether by
donating it. selling it or returning it to the sender.

NW In Illstorv
By the Associated Preis
Today is Saturday. Dec. 18.
the 352nd day of 2010. There are
13 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. IS. 1865, the 13th
Amendment to the Constitution,
abolishing slavery, was declared
in effect by Secretary of State
William H. Seward.
On this date.
In 1787. New Jersey became
the third state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1915, President Woodrow
1 tir‘llY
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What's the right timing for
medical tests?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 49year-old female I have given birth
to three children ages 19 to 24
There is no known history of
ovarian or breast cancer in my
family My brother and I both
had our thyroid glands removed
due to cancerous tumors.
For
the
last 25 years,
I have had
annual PAP
smears and
vaginal/anal
exams, with
great results.
Last month 1
went to my
internist for
Dr. Gott an annual
physical. This
was the fourth
By
Dr. Peter Gott year I have
seen
him.
He's done my gynecological exams
and PAPs. This year he said that
regulations have changed and
because I have had three successive normal PAPs, I do not need
one for three more years_ questioned whether this was -due to
new research or new regulations.
He said "new regulations." I told
him I wanted one anyway. My
insurance will pay, and I'm not
concerned about the cost if the
procedure isn't covered. I am concerned about cancer.
So he had me undress and put
on a gown. When he came back
to the exam room he pulled up
the "regulation" on his computer
to show me, saying there was no
need to do the exam. I was dumbfounded and agreed. My research
has told me that passing on the
PAP is OK but that I should have
a vaginal and anal exam to look
for ovarian cancer, which he did
not do Nor did he do a breast
exam. He just told me that I
should perform self breast exams.
Should I go to an OB/GYN
for a proper exam or do you
agree with him'?
DEAR READER: I don't know
what you had done as part of

your annual exam or what it cost,
but it appears to rue some things
might have been left our He didn't perform a breast exam. Did
he check your blood pressure, do
an EKG. listen to your heart, talk
about the importance of a
colonoscopy in the near future,
coordinate poseble necessary lab
work or X-rays and ask relevant
questions about your past medical history'?
Pap tests and pelvic exams are
an important pail of an examination for women because they can
detect cancer and other abnormal.
dies that could lead to cancer of
the cervix. If abnormalities can
be detected early, they can be
treated earlier, before cancer has
had time to develop
Of the 55 million PAP tests
performed every year in the United States, approximately 3.5 million of them are abnormal and
iequire follow-up. While not all
testing is accurate, false positives
(as well as false negatives) can
be reported. About half of Inc
false negative reports are because
of inadequate specimen collection
The other half occurs because of
misinterpretation on the part of
the individual examining the specimen. Newer methods being instituted have made it easier to collect and analyze.
Digital medal exams are done
to check for potential problems
in the pelvic area, uterus, ovaries.
lower abdomen, vaginal bleeding.
pelvic pain and more.
As a guideline women between
the ages of 40 and 65 should
have their blood pressure checked
every one to two years; cholesterol levels checked every five
years; an annual dental exam; eye
exam every two years; physical
exam between one and five years:
self-breast exams monthly with
exam by a health care provider
annually; mammograms every one
to two years; PAP smear every
two to three years; and a rectal
during gynecological examinations.

I

Mots From Miss
Wilson, widowed the year before,
married Edith Bolling Galt at her
Washington home.
In 1944, in a pair of rulings,
the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
the wartime relocation of Japanese-Americans, but also said undeniably loyal Americans of Japanese ancestry could not continue
to be detained.
In 1957, the Shippingport Atomic Power Station in Pennsylvania,
the first public, full-scale commercial nuclear facility to generate electricity in the United States,

went on line.
In 1969, Britain's House of
Lords joined the House of Commons in making permanent a 1965
ban on the death penalty for cases
of murder.
In 1980, former Soviet Premier Alexet N. Kosygin died at
age 76.
Ten years ago: The Electoral
College cast its ballots, with President-elect George W. Bush receiving the expected 271; Al Gore, however, received 266, one fewer than
expected.
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Home Is
Where Your
Pet Is
Dear
Readers:
Sometimes
it's better to
LEAVE
YOUR PET
AT HOME if
you are tak-

know that the cost of the kennel usually relates to the pet's
size and the type of facility. Don't
shop by phone, and don't use
any facility that discourages you
from visiting it.
When you visit a boarding
facility, check the boarding area
by
to see that it's clean, well-lit
!Moho
and free from strong odors. The
facility should require curxnt
ing a lengthy trip.
booster immunizations and have
If you can't get a friend or policies
for
emergencies.
relative to pet-sit in your home, Observe the people who care
a bonded pet-sitting service may for the pets. Do they seem friendbe the solution. The service will ly toward the animals and comcharge by the day or by the fortable with them? -- Heloise
visit (three or four visits per
PET PAL
day for a dog, and one or two
Dear
Readers: Michael
for a cat). A reputable pet-sitMcDonald of Ohio sent a picting service will be bonded, ture of his cat. Linny, getting
licensed and insured, and will ready for bed. To see Linny's
be glad to give references. Your picture, visit www.Heloise.com.
dog will have its normal rouHeloise
tine maintained. Another beneNO CLOGGED DRAINS
fit of these services is that they
Dear Heloise: Every time I
will water plants, pick up mail gave my long-haired dog, Bosco,
and newspapers, and keep your a bath, I would have to spend
home looking lived in while time on my hands and knees
you are gone You can find pet- cleaning out the drain because
sitters in the phone book, news- it was filled with hair.
paper ads or through pet-relatOne day, my husband suged services.
gested putting a piece of old
If you plan to board a pet, steel wool over the drain, so

that when I was finished bathing
Bosco. I could pick up the steel
wool, hair and yuck, and simply throw it away. -- Jeannie,
via e-mail
If you have some old nylonnet puffs that are ready to be
tossed, use one of them to block
the drain_
Heloise
VET CARE
Dear Readers: Your veterinarian is your best resource for
puppy care. Also, if your city
has an emergency atimal-care
facility or your vet recommends
an animal emergency service,
find out the phone number and
location before you have an
emergency. It's hard to think
when you are rushing around
with a very sick or injured animal! And sometimes lost minutes can make a big difference!
Heloise
BIRD BUYING
Dear Heloise: Before spending a lot (or any) money on a
pet bird, check with a local
avian specialist in your area.
Some birds do need special care,
and it would be better to know
beforehand. -- Chad in Arkansas
(c)2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
25
26
27
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Fled
Cooking fat
Penitent person
Toast topper
Tom of "Happy Days"
Hammer part
Run, as color
Hand makeup
"Casablanca" role
Exec's case
Turn suddenly
Knight title
Penn State's in it
Court
Play a horn
Undermines
Chow
Called off
Museum piece
Conceited
Stop working
Mid-month time
Bumpy
Finish last
Unassuming
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ALL RI6NT, GET NAT
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LAY! WNERE'D YOU
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
20
22
23
24
25
28
30
31

Temple leader
Bikini, for one
Plane parts
At liberty
Nourish
Make tempura
In the area
Court order
Enters, as data
Water finder
Hold stuff
Brides' accessories
Diminished
Transport to Oz
Hip-hop tops
Made modern comments
Cotton pest
Slow-witted
Vibrant
Car quartet

32
34
36

Bloodhound's clue
Gambling mecca
Toddy base
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Calor
Chid
audit
Crib

OWN&
Cupid
Dewar
Duller
Daameber
Dais
Master
Elm
Eplphay

Excited
Featly
Fbr
Flack
GNI
Gloria
Gold
Gravy
Green
HWY
Hay
Holy
Issumind

Lem
Ivy
Jersielsess

ISJoy
Lights
Lard
Magi
Miner
Mary
Miss
Merry
Mime nest

Myrrh
New Year
Nod
Patty
Pie
Mae
Pert
Primer
Red
Ribbon
Roast

SPIrti
Stable
Nor
Seeillase
Wimp
Tap
Vixen
Whiter
worship
Wreath
/Loss
lag

siel
Sled
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You could travel
alone, but why
bother? Invite a
buddy, and
you'll have
more fun,
Cancer. A
meeting
of the minds
raises
expectations.
This week Is all
about paying it
forward, Libra.
Stan with a
friend who is
down on their
luck. Small
miracles make
for a joyous
tirne

Way to go!

Excitement is in
tbe_air. Can't
you feel
it, Pisces? Use
the fervor to
work up
support for an
idea. Guests
arrive bearing
gifts. Cut loose
and have fun.

A family feud
erupts. Step in
mad play
mediator,
Taurus. A
promise from
km* ago is
kept, and you
are bowled
over with joy.

You keep a low
profile amidst the
hustle and bustle,
and it works to
your advantage.
Gemini. Sweet
treats lift
evayone's
spirits
St home.

A health issue
persists. It may
be time to seek
a new source of
treatment, Leo.
You've got the
goods,so feel
free to rock the
boat at work.
AV*23-

A friend makes
a serious
mistake,
and you call
them on it.
Good for you.
Virgo. You ow
it to yourself
to ensure it
doesn't
happen again.
Commit to a
came,
Sagittarius, only
if you know
you can do so.
You hit the
jackpot and
manage to get
most of your
shopping done
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